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It's no secret that Season 8 of Game of Thrones has been very controversial. Many fans felt that their favorite characters were being mistreated by writers. While some people were happy with the end of the show, many fans were left confused and frustrated. Why did the writers do that? Let's go into possible reasons
why the writers went down the paths they took. We don't pretend to know fully, but many fans are wondering: why did Game of Thrones disappoint fans in season 8? Without further ado, let's get started. Disappointed Game of Thrones fans? While some fans were pleased with the ending, many fans felt it was rushed
and poorly written. The plot with the White Walkers was solved almost too easily for many fans. The famous Golden Company was far too easy to beat for many fans. And above all, the characters, in the minds of many fans, were not treated with the respect they deserved. Daenerys Targaryen deserved especially more,
according to many fans, than what she received. Such an inspired and well written character should have an end worthy of being the end of her arc of character. If he has to die, at least he should die with dignity. It certainly didn't happen that way in season 8 of Game of Thrones, at least not in the opinions of many fans.
Some fans also felt that Tyrion and Jon had been mistreated. Tyrion, especially in the last two seasons of Game of Thrones, made a bad decision only after a bad decision, retaining his political prowess and intelligence from previous seasons. Jon, a leader with an acute sense of justice, seeming to follow Daenerys
wholeheartedly, even as she spiraled into madness, made no sense to many fans. And finally, the controversial decision to appoint King Bran. Tyrion suggests that Bran has the best story of anyone there and should therefore be king. Not only is this logic questionable, but many fans felt bored with Bran's story and found
it not fascinating at all. So suggesting that he has the most compelling story is hard enough for many fans to accept, even if it comes from favorite character fan Tyrion. Finally, Game of Thrones ends all his stories in extremely unsatisfactory ways. Why did the writers of Game of Thrones go down this path? DB Weiss,
Emilia Clarke and David Benioff | Jeff Kravitz/FilmMagic for HBO It's hard to understand why the writers went directions they did. Why end so quickly without any accumulation of anything that the characters have gone through? Why rely on so many toxic tropes to push your end? It's a real mystery to many fans. And yet,
in a strange way, it almost makes sense. About no one, no matter how well-intentioned they are at the beginning, is safe. Fans got this message well, but the way it was delivered left something to be desired for many. Season 8 of Game of Thrones has been ruined... or was it? Bran's story was probably meant to give a



message as well: a message message the power of stories to bring about change. And yet, by giving the throne to an unqualified boy, many fans felt that Game of Thrones did not live up to their own message. It made no difference, instead relying on assumptions and writing lazy to bring the show to its - unsatisfactory -
conclusion. The Sansa story was also probably meant to be empowering fans of the female, but many didn't find it that way. It's hard to accept a show that had arguably the most powerful female character killed by her lover Jon Snow in one scene, naming a female queen in the next. I felt fake for many fans, naked, as if
the writers were just trying to quell the criticism that they knew would come. And there's something to be said about the fact that the end of Chance is the exception, that women are seen as the exception, not the rule when it comes to leadership. Ultimately, Game of Thrones won't have the legacy it could have been as
one of the most popular shows of all time, and that's because of the way it ended. While some fans are undoubtedly happy that the show has come to some sort of conclusion, many fans are left wondering if it was worth it. The show will most likely be remembered to be extremely popular for an unknown reason and to
harm many of its female characters. Start with a pair of Lego mini figure legs. And then, a Lego mini chest figure. (click!) Put your chest on your feet. Amazon Movie trivia games have not benefited players being able to see the topic of questions so far. On the scene? there are eight categories of questions. Three of them
require the included DVD, including watching a video and then answering a linked question and identifying a movie from a single frame in which the actors' faces were removed. Scene? it's a terrible game. Is it available in several versions, including movie or series-specific versions, would It Be Scene? 007, Scene?
Disney, the scene? Turner Classic Movies, Scene It? Harry Potter, and The It Scene? Pirates of the Caribbean. There are luxury versions and junior versions. When you open Scratch for the first time, you'll see three columns. The first column is where all the commands are. The second is where you can add commands,
add sounds, change backgrounds (if you have The Step selected in the third column) and more. In the third column, you will have the preview at the top, and at the bottom you will have sprite (character/player) and scene (background). To change the stage (background), select the stage (third column), and in the second
column, go to the second tab (labeled Backgrounds). I did import and selected from the zero library. In the $1.1 billion esports market, that's what matters. It's also about bragging rights to conquering worlds that are as real as a virtual world can be. These days, (AI) replaces people in mentoring, sportscasting and in-
game analysis. Competition is tough, and players want to defeat cunning and fast moving Passion level (where teenagers and children in their 40s are so absorbed in video games as to neglect hygiene) make esports a profitable career. As a teenager, Baby Boomers opened lemonade stands. Last year, Generation Z
won $41 million in prize stake from the Dota 2 events, which are played on huge arenas. In July 2019, 16-year-old Kyle Giersdorf won $3 million after becoming world champion at Fortnite. More than a million viewers watched it online. Here's artificial intelligence giving participants an advantage -- in esports as games,
and as business. Coaching precedes the Olympic Games in Greece. In the computer age, AI replaces human coaches. We offer players the opportunity to perform better, especially low-level to mid-level players who have room for improvement, says Berk Ozer, co-founder of FalconAI. The company develops a coach
named SenpAI for League of Legends and Dota 2. The platform helps players outdo their opponents in online multiplayer battle arena (MOBA) games by improving preparation, making recommendations, and customizing strategy against enemies who put on a certain style. We've built an AI coach that shapes player
replicas and generates implementable actions for better gameplay, says Ozer.This allows artificial intelligence to enable players to win as efficiently as possible. That helps them rank higher and take prizes. Esports helps computer researchers design machine learning systems that can solve real-world challenges. The
real world is more complex than virtual reality, but video games are proxies for overcoming technical challenges step by step. For example, Google's DeepMind has built complex robots that not only solve games, but can also work with people as part of the same team. This can be useful in downstream use cases
because businesses use AI in their industries. Games help developers optimize machine learning in emerging areas. would be the cars that drive alone. (And what about fully autonomous drones, planes, and spaceships?) That's because a computer (as in esports) has to detect objects, predict how others will behave,
and create a roadmap. Spending in 2019 will reach $36 billion and increase by 38% annually by 2022, according to Fortune 50-firm IDC.IBM bringing artificial intelligence to esports to increase player performance and create a better fan experience. In March, Big Blue announced an initiative that will introduce AI to
esports shoutcasting. Using the same technology IBM used at the US Tennis Open, IBM Watson will scan hundreds of hours of esports images. Shoutcasters are then given AI-curatoriat (and content to improve their livestreams. Watson language capability also has esports applications. IBM's powerful AI was used in
playStation 4 Star Trek: Bridge Crew where users control ships using voice commands. For some games, AI could make outdated joysticks. The monthly esports audience will reach $276 million by 2022, when total monetization will reach $3 billion, according to Sachs. Developers use AI to improve the game and create
a better experience for the ecosystem. Ecosystem.
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